
AURION SPORTIVO ZR6 IN CHERRY



AURION AT-X IN MAGNETIC BRONZE

AURION SPORTIVO ZR6 IN ECLIPSE

Power is nothing without refinement. The highly specified, six-cylinder 

Aurion range delivers both with a luxurious interior wrapped in an  

aggressively styled exterior.

Real power, right now 

The Aurion’s 3.5-litre V6 Dual VVT-i engine delivers 200kW of power  

at 6200rpm and maximum torque of 336Nm. This powerful touring car 

also exhibits excellent combined fuel economy of 9.3L/100km and  

a low CO² emissions figure of 215g/km*.

Thanks to Aurion’s steering and chassis package drivers can experience 

impressive stability and agility while the Sportivo ZR6 model features 

sports suspension and highly responsive paddle shift technology.  

This enables the driver to sequentially shift through  

the automatic transmission’s six ratios  

manually if desired.

*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. Fuel consumption (combined ADR 81/02).



Exterior - executive flair 
The Aurion boasts true large car road presence, but the closer you look; the more detail 

you see.

Mesh type grille designs, a thoroughly modern headlight assembly with aero-corners 

and fantastic alloy wheel designs are highlights, but there is so much more. 

The Sportivo ZR6 features performance-derived front and rear bumpers, side skirts,  

rear boot spoiler, sport diffuser and sports style alloy wheels for a little extra aggression.

Interior - high tech touches
The technology on board the Aurion is innovative and extensive; the perfect match  

for this executive level V6. 

Aurion comes alive with a smart key entry and start system. Aurion’s large touchscreen 

display opens up a world of entertainment with a USB port and AUX input jack for your 

MP3 devices, along with Bluetooth hands-free phone capability, voice recognition,  

audio streaming and CD tuner, all as part of a 6 speaker audio system (Premium JBL  

10 speaker audio system in Sportivo ZR6).

There’s a handy reversing camera display to assist with parking manoeuvres and  

in the Sportivo ZR6 an integrated Satellite Navigation system with SUNA Traffic  

Avoidance System that provides an alternative route to keep you moving during  

peak commuting times (traffic information available in some regions only).

The conveniently placed centre console makes for an ergonomic and comfortable  

driving experience and, like the remainder of the dashboard, features high quality  

trim materials. Toyota’s engineers have worked hard to ensure the Aurion is a quiet  

car on the move too, with extensive sound insulation working to limit as much  

road noise as possible.

The seats and steering wheel are optimised for greater comfort for a better driving  

position for those longer journeys that pays dividends when you hop out of the Aurion 

feeling fresh at your destination. Aurion AT-X and ZR6 feature a touchscreen display which allows  

access to all audio, phone and vehicle information.  

What’s more this screen is also your window on the world behind,  

thanks to the integrated reversing camera with moving guidelines.

A dual dial speedometer with a 4.2” Multi-Information  

Display featuring range, average fuel economy, average speed,  

driving time and ECO Drive Level displays.

The Aurion features a powerful 3.5-litre V6 dual VVT-i engine  

that is fuel efficient (combined economy of 9.3L/100km)* 

and generates low EURO5 compliant emissions of 215g/km*.

Features that make a difference  |  The Aurion is Toyota’s spacious tourer; a car that looks fantastic 

out on the open road, and equally as eye-catching on city streets.
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Technologically advanced Voice Recognition software  

is part of every Aurion AT-X’s impressive feature set.

The added flexibility of 60:40 split folding rear seats, allows  

better utilisation of boot space when carrying longer items. 

AURION AT-X IN GRAPHITE

The dynamic tapered wedge profile of Aurion AT-X gives this executive sedan a purposeful stance. 

Stationary or moving, the stylish 17” silver alloy wheels add some head-turning flair to the whole package.All Aurion models have a six-speed automatic transmission  

with sequential manual mode.

Aurion AT-X is finished in high quality fabric.

The cabin offers a quiet, comfortable space for five adults.

AT-X 3.5L V6 PETROL
6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 

TRANSMISSION 
WITH SEQUENTIAL 

MANUAL SHIFT 

FRONT WHEEL DRIVE Whether you’re driving around town, or hitting the  

open road, the Aurion AT-X provides the power and  

style that you demand. 

The Aurion is a well proportioned vehicle, even in the boot.  

With 515-litres of storage, you’ll fit plenty in there. Golf bags are just the start of it.

AURION AT-X IN MAGNETIC BRONZE



Sequential manual shifting will add  

excitement to open road driving.

Quality touches such as leather with contrast stitching and chrome accents,  

along with all the practicalities of a modern sedan - plenty of storage space  

and seating for five - add to a genuinely enjoyable interior.

AURION SPORTIVO ZR6 IN DIAMOND WHITE

The Sportivo ZR6 effortlessly projects a sportier look with aggressive  

18” black alloy wheels and integrated front and rear spoilers.

ZR6 3.5L V6 PETROL
6-SPEED AUTOMATIC 

TRANSMISSION 
WITH SEQUENTIAL 

MANUAL SHIFT 

FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

SUNA Traffic Avoidance System is an addition to the Sportivo ZR6’s  

Satellite Navigation system which provides the driver with real-time traffic updates;  

advising of potential delays to the journey and alternative route suggestions  

(traffic information available in some regions only).

The Aurion smart key system lets you  

access your vehicle with minimal fuss.

The powered shade for the rear window helps keep  

rear seat occupants cool during the summer months.

SPORTIVO The Sportivo ZR6 brings sports style and interior comfort to the next level. 

A 7.0” touchscreen display with Satellite Navigation and SUNA Traffic 

Avoidance System, premium JBL surround sound and leather accented 

seats makes this the most all inclusive Aurion.

Aurion’s steering and chassis packages offer increased stability and agility.  

The Aurion is designed as Toyota’s spacious tourer, but it never feels too big on the road.

AURION SPORTIVO ZR6 IN INDIGO

Your favourite seating position is stored  

in the two position driver’s memory.



11.0m

Every Aurion has you covered with an impressive array of safety 

features, including a full set of seven-airbags (Driver, Front  

Passenger, Front Side, Front & Rear Curtain and Driver’s Knee).

Safety isn’t just a priority for the Aurion.  

The 5-Star ANCAP safety rating is testament  

to its renowned Toyota build quality.

Standard for both models, a reversing camera with  

guidelines greatly enhances your safety by helping  

you avoid pedestrians and obstacles when backing out  

of a tight spot. It’s also great to feel that extra confidence  

if you ever get nervous in car parks.

Front seat pretensioners instantly tighten the seat 

belts at the time of a collision to help enhance  

occupant restraint performance. The force limiter  

function loosens the seat belts while maintaining  

the load to help mitigate the impact to the  

chest regions of the front seat occupants. 

Electric Power Steering (EPS) is vehicle speed sensitive so low speed  

manoeuvers require minimal effort while at highway speeds less assistance  

is provided. The turning circle for Aurion AT-X is 11.0m and 11.4m for Sportivo ZR6.

A smoother drive, a safer arrival
The Aurion delivers premium motoring in every department including safety and control.  

The foundation for Aurion safety is high body rigidity.

Every Aurion features seven airbags (driver and passenger front, front side, front/rear curtain shield  

and driver’s knee) and fixing anchor points for child seats to be tethered to.

Additionally every Aurion features a suite of safety technology including Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) 

and Traction Control (TRC), Anti-lock Brakes (ABS), Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic Brake-force  

Distribution (EBD).

For safety beyond the car all models have a reversing camera to ensure every rearward movement is 

safe. Front and rear parking sensors assist in accurate positioning when negotiating tight urban spaces. 

AURION SPORTIVO ZR6 IN CHERRY

Aurion ZR6 safety features include a Blind Spot Monitor 

(BSM) that alerts the driver to vehicles in adjacent lanes,  

indicating their presence with lighted symbols in each  

exterior mirror. Additionally Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) 

uses radar when reversing to detect cross-traffic that  

may intersect your vehicles pathway. RCTA sounds  

a warning and also flashes the outer lighted symbols.

Aurion now features 2 ISOFIX points for  

child seats to be secured in the rear.



Aurion exterior colours

Diamond 
White 
061

Magnetic 
Bronze 
MICA METALLIC  
4S2
AT-X ONLY

Silver Pearl 
METALLIC  
1F7

Cherry 
MICA METALLIC   
3R3 
N/A AT-X

Graphite 
METALLIC  

1G3

Eclipse 
MICA  

218

Indigo 
MICA METALLIC   
8W6

AT-X 
FABRIC

Aurion interior trim

SPORTIVO 
ZR6 
BLACK & 
BURGUNDY 
LEATHER 
ACCENTED 
SEAT FACINGS

Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the same high standard as original parts. 

They are engineered using manufacturer data to ensure that vehicle integrity is not compromised. This means 

the functionality of important precision systems such as airbags will not be impaired by their installation. 

Aurion Sportivo ZR6 in Silver Pearl shown fitted with; headlight protectors; bonnet protector - tinted acrylic;  

slimline weathershields - tinted acrylic; 18” alloy wheels. 

Make Aurion your own

Bonnet protector - tinted acrylic. This tinted acrylic protector  

is designed to protect the leading edge of the bonnet from 

stone chips. Also available in clear acrylic finish.

Towbar. The fixed tongue towbar and accessories allow you  

to tow a maximum braked load of 1600kg and  

unbraked load of 500kg with your Aurion.

Cargo liner - rubber. Protect the luggage area with this  

all-weather cargo liner. Custom moulded to ensure a secure  

fit and made from a highly durable and flexible material.  

Remove and hose off for easy cleaning. 

Alloy wheels. Add a sporty flavour to your Aurion with European 

designed 18” alloy wheels in black with machined highlights.

Carpet floor mats. Protect the floor area of your Aurion 

from daily wear and tear with tailored carpet floor mats,  

woven from premium quality materials. Featuring distinctive  

Aurion branding, the driver’s side floor mat features  

two retaining clips to ensure it stays securely in place.

Weathershield - tinted acrylic. These moulded slimline  

weathershields deflect air while driving.
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*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. Fuel consumption (combined ADR 81/02). 
For more information on fuel consumption ratings and factors that affect fuel economy, please visit: toyota.co.nz/fuel-economy

Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 25 October 2016. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce  
any changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.  
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Authorised Toyota Dealer. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective May 2016]

1,200
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2016

SB373

For more detail please visit: toyota.co.nz        Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

GENUINE PARTSACCESSORIESEXTRA CARE

AT-X

3.5 Litre V6 petrol engine 24 Valve Double Overhead Camshaft (DOHC) with Dual Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i).  •	 • 
Front Wheel Drive (2WD)

Maximum	power	200kW	@	6200rpm.	Maximum	torque	336Nm	@	4700rpm	 •	 •

Fuel Economy: 9.3L/100km (ADR 81/02 Combined); 215g/km CO²	emissions	(ADR	79/04	Combined)	 •	 •	

Fuel	tank	capacity	70L;	Fuel	type	95	octane	or	higher;	Euro	5	emissions	compliant	 •	 •

Transmission:	6-Speed	automatic	with	sequential	shift	 •	 Paddle	Shifters

Brakes:	Ventilated	front	disc,	solid	rear	disc;	foot	pedal	parking	brake	 •	 •

Suspension:	MacPherson	strut	type	front	with	stabiliser	bar;	dual	link	rear	with	stabiliser	bar	 •	 Sports	tuned	suspension

Manual	tilt	and	telescopic	steering	column;	minimum	turning	11.0m	(AT-X);	11.4m	(Sportivo	ZR6)		 •	 Sports style power steering

Anti-Lock	Braking	System	(ABS),	Brake	Assist	(BA),	Electronic	Brake-force	Distribution	(EBD)	 •	 •

Wheels: Design and size Silver  Gloss Black 
  10 spoke 17” Alloy  5 spoke 18” Alloy

Tyre size spare wheel: AT-X full size alloy; Sportivo ZR6 temporary type 16” black steel wheel 215/55 R17 225/45 R18

Front design: Headlights with light control system (auto on/off); separate halogen high/low beam with manual headlight levelling (AT-X),  
separate	halogen	high/LED	low	beam	with	automatic	headlight	levelling	(Sportivo	ZR6);	windscreen	wipers	-	variable	intermittent			 •	 • 
and mist functions; body coloured hood moulding; front air spats; Sport black mesh front upper grille with black horizontal lower grille

Side design: Body coloured exterior door handles with front door smart key sensors; Electric adjustable exterior mirrors, LED turn signal,   
•	 •

 
manual folding (driver’s memory Sportivo ZR6); body coloured side skirts

Rear design: Dual exhaust system with diffuser; body coloured bumper and boot garnish; rear air spats Body coloured diffuser Black sports diffuser

Body	coloured	front	and	rear	lower	skirts,	rear	lip	spoiler	 	 •

LED	front	fog	lights	 	 •

Smart	start	system	with	engine	start/stop	button	 •	 •	

Air	conditioning:	Dual	zone	climate	control	with	clean	air	filter,	rear	air	vents	 •	 •

Seat material Fabric Leather Accented

Front	seat:	Driver	power	slide/recline	function,	cushion	angle,	lumbar	and	vertical	adjustment,	passenger	manual	slide/recline	 •	

Front seat: Driver power slide/recline function (driver’s memory Sportivo ZR6), cushion angle, lumbar and vertical adjustment;   Sports style seat 
passenger power slide/recline

Rear	seats:	60:40	split-fold	rear	seat	back;	rear	arm	rest	with	2	cup	holders	 •	 •	

Instrument panel finish Painted Platinum Silver Sports Mesh

Cruise	control	 •	 •

Illuminated	entry	system	(ignition	&	room	lamp);	front	personal	lights	and	door	courtesy	lights	 •	 •

Rear	view	mirror:	Manual	day/night;	rear	window	power	sun	shade	(Sportivo	ZR6)	 •	 •

Power	windows:	Front	and	rear,	driver’s	auto	up/down	 •	 •

Front and rear door scuff plates: Black resin • Stainless steel front 
   with Aurion logo

Door trim: Chrome plated inside door handles, fabric centre door insert ornament, painted platinum silver door switch control,  
•
  

PVC moulded armrest 

Door trim: Chrome plated inside door handles, burgundy synthetic leather centre door insert, sports mesh door switch control,  
	 •

 
Synthetic leather armrest  

Leather	shift	knob	 •	 •	

Aluminium	sports	style	pedals	 	 •

Steering Wheel: With audio, Bluetooth, Multi-Information Display (MID) controls, voice recognition 4-spoke leather 3-spoke leather

Storage: Overhead storage, 4 cup holders (2 front, 2 rear), front centre console box, glove box (with damper, lock and light),   
instrument panel storage box with sliding lid, front and rear door pockets, and luggage area hooks and light 

•	 •

Radio with single disc in-dash CD player, audio input jack, USB port, Bluetooth hands-free phone capability and audio streaming, 
voice recognition; DAB on Sportivo ZR6 

•	 •

6.1”	colour	touchscreen	display	with	album	art,	fuel	consumption,	vehicle	setting	displays,	6	speakers	 •	 	

7.0” colour touchscreen display, premium JBL Matrix surround sound system, 10 speakers, Satellite Navigation with SUNA Traffic Avoidance System  
•
 

(traffic information available only in some regions)

Speedometer:	Dual	ring	Optitron;	Tachometer,	Speedometer	and	twin	trip	meters	 •	 •

4.2”	colour	Multi-Information	Display	(MID)	 •	 •

5-Star	ANCAP	safety	rating	 •	 •

SRS airbags x 7 - Driver	and	passenger	front,	front	side,	front/rear	curtain	shield	and	driver’s	knee	 •	 •	

2x3-point ELR front seat belts with pre-tensioners and force limiters; 3x3-point ELR rear seat belts; child restraint system 
with 3 tether points and 2 x ISOFIX points, adjustable front seat belt anchors; front head rests with vertical adjustment 

•	 •

Vehicle	Stability	Control	(VSC)	with	on-off	switch,	Traction	Control	(TRC)	 •	 •

Parking	sensors	(2	x	front,	2	x	rear)		 •	 •

Blind	Spot	Monitor	(BSM)	and	Rear	Cross	Traffic	Alert	(RCTA)	 	 •

Reversing	camera	with	backing	guide	 •	 •

Engine	immobiliser	and	horn	alarm	 •	 •

Overall length: 4835mm 4855mm

Overall width / height: 1825mm / 1470mm 1825mm / 1470mm

Wheelbase: 2775mm 2775mm

Seating capacity / Luggage capacity: 5 / 515L 5 / 515L

Kerb weight: 1505 - 1525kg 1525 - 1555kg

Gross vehicle weight: 2100kg 2100kg

Towing capacity braked / unbraked: 1600 / 500kg 1600 / 500kg


